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Abstract
People may under-report sensitive and risky behaviors such as violence or substance
abuse in surveys. Misreporting correlated with treatment is especially worrisome in
causal analysis. We develop and test a survey validation technique that uses intensive
qualitative work to check for measurement error in random subsamples of respondents.
Trained local researchers spent several days speaking with and observing respondents
within a few days of their survey, validating six behaviors: four potentially sensitive
(crime, drug use, homelessness, gambling) and two non-sensitive (phone charging and
video club expenditures). Subjects were enrolled in a randomized trial designed to reduce poverty and anti-social behaviors. We find no evidence of underreporting of sensitive behaviors, partly because (we discovered) stigma in this population is low. Nonsensitive expenditures were underreported, however, especially by the control group,
probably because of strategic behavior and recall bias. The main contribution is a
replicable validation method for observable, potentially sensitive behaviors.
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The trouble with studying sensitive subjects, whether it’s abortion, drug use, crime,
rioting, or support for terrorism, is that people have every reason not to tell the truth.
This makes survey research—the bedrock of so much social science—suspect. Even without
incentives to misreport, self-reported data are often inaccurate. People even make mistakes
about their gender, race, or years of education (Asher, 1974; Bound et al., 2001). When
measuring subjects that can embarrass or endanger the respondent, we worry that people
underreport their attitudes or actions.
When we are interested in the impact of a program or event on sensitive outcomes,
measurement error will also aﬀect our ability to estimate accurate, unbiased causal eﬀects. In
dependent variables, random or “classical” measurement error reduces precision and widens
confidence intervals but (in linear models, at least) won’t bias estimated coeﬃcients (Asher,
1974; Hausman, 2001). Systematic reporting errors, however, generally bias causal estimates,
especially when the measurement error is correlated with the likelihood of experiencing the
program or event (Imai and Yamamoto, 2010). For instance, people who receive an antiviolence message or an addiction treatment program might be more likely to respond that
they are non-violent or drug free, both because it’s socially desirable and because participants
may conform to the expectations of the people who ran the program.
Researchers have come up with a number of ways to deal with measurement error. The
lucky few can access administrative data. For example, crime studies often prefer arrest
and incarceration records to self-reported crime (e.g. Deming, 2011). Such data are seldom
available outside a few countries, however, and don’t apply to private attitudes or behaviors.
Others use survey experiments and indirect questioning. In list experiments, respondents
report the number of items they agree with on a list, which randomly includes or excludes
a sensitive item.1 In endorsement experiments, respondents rate their support for actors
expressing sensitive ideas.2 These are valuable tools, albeit with shortcomings. They can
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be imprecise and require large samples, they can be cumbersome when measuring an array
of items, and they make strong assumptions: that people do not lie when counting on a list
or endorsing a person, and that the presence of sensitive items doesn’t aﬀect reporting of
non-sensitive ones.3
Finally, in some cases data are physically verifiable and researchers can use a little of
what Freedman (1991) called “shoe leather”, and simply verify behavior. For instance, in
Mexico, the government sent administrators to verify self-reported asset data used to decide
who was in or out of a cash transfer program and found underreporting of assets to increase
eligibility (Martinelli and Parker, 2009). We ask how far validation can take us with a little
extra shoe leather.
This paper develops and field tests a new approach to measuring potentially sensitive
behaviors. We field test the approach on self-reported crime, drug use, homelessness and
gambling, but the method could be applied to any number of sensitive actions or statuses—
participation in riots or attacks, voting behavior, sexual identity, and so forth. We use
in-depth observation, qualitative interviews, open-ended questioning, and eﬀorts at trustbuilding to elicit more truthful answers.
We tested its use in a field experiment with high-risk young men in the slums of Monrovia,
Liberia. The program targeted 999 destitute men with an emphasis on those involved in petty
crime, drugs, or begging. The evaluation, discussed in Blattman et al. (2014), randomized
two interventions designed to reduce crime and violence directly and indirectly: an 8-week
program of group cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) to discourage impulsive and anti-social
behaviors, and an unconditional cash transfer of $200.
Obviously, we are wary of self-reported measures of illegal or immoral behavior, especially
from a population suspicious of authority, some of whom make their living illicitly, and
who often hold multiple addresses and aliases. We should be doubly concerned when one
of the random treatments (CBT) sought to persuade people away from “bad” behaviors,
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potentially triggering additional social desirability bias among the treated. List experiments
were one option, but in addition to the previous concerns (variability and the assumption of
no liars and no design eﬀects) we found list experiments diﬃcult to implement with a largely
uneducated, illiterate population that were selected in part for impulsive behavior.4 Thus
we explored alternatives.
The goal of our shoe leather approach was to qualitatively validate survey data and
thus measure the direction and degree of error, plus any correlation with treatment status.
Out of more than 4,000 endline surveys conducted over the life of the project, we randomly
selected roughly 7.3% and attempted to validate answers to six of the survey questions
through close observation and interviews within several days of the survey. Specifically, one
of a small team of highly trained and experienced Liberian qualitative research staﬀ would
visit the respondent four times over the course of ten days, spending several hours in casual
conversation. The staﬀ would also casually observe the respondent’s public behavior from
afar, as well as engage peers, family, and community leaders in conversation. Observed
behavior or second-hand reports could become a starting point for a conversation about the
behavior and confirmation. Respondents all consented to qualitative interviews following up
the survey.
Without knowing the respondent’s survey responses or asking the respondent direct questions, the authors and the validation staﬀ used their judgment and information to code an
indicator whether or not the respondent had engaged in the six behaviors during the previous
two weeks. Four were deemed “potentially sensitive”—marijuana use, thievery, gambling, and
homelessness—and two were typical social behaviors that were not believed to be sensitive—
paying to watch a movie or sports match in a commercial video club, and paying to charge
their mobile phone battery at a kiosk. Staﬀ were trained to be an unobtrusive presence,
and in the course of the study developed a longstanding, almost routine presence in the
communities where we worked, often developing friendly relationships with the respondents.
4
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This qualitative approach could introduce diﬀerent observational error and possibly individual staﬀ biases. These errors, we argue, are less likely to bias treatment eﬀect estimates
than the underreporting or social desirability bias we feared. If true, then we can obtain
estimates of the direction and magnitude of systematic measurement error in outcomes, and
also the association with treatment status, thus allowing us to bound causal parameters.
First, we find that, in the endline surveys, men routinely report behaviors we believed to
be sensitive. For instance, at endline, 22% reported stealing in the past two weeks, and 48%
admitted to marijuana use.
Second, responses in the endline survey closely correspond to the validation measures.
They are identical in roughly 75% of cases, with the correspondence actually higher in the
potentially more sensitive behaviors, stealing and marijuana use.
Third, when the survey and validation measures do diﬀer, the diﬀerence is small on
average for the potentially sensitive behaviors. Meanwhile, the “non-sensitive” expenditurerelated questions (video club and phone charging) are underreported in the survey compared
to the qualitatively validated measure.
Finally, there is little correlation between treatment status and measurement error in the
potentially sensitive behaviors. But the control group systematically underreports phone
charging and video club use.
Our experience suggests a few explanations for these patterns. After extensive field work,
we believe the reason we see little systematic error in drugs, crime, stealing and homelessness
is that the men most enmeshed in these activities were the least likely to feel stigma. While
most of Liberian society would regard drugs, stealing or gambling as undesirable, the men in
our sample seemed to speak freely on the subject and seldom hesitated to admit the behavior.
This is not something we would have known or could have demonstrated, however, without
the validation exercise.
The systematic error in expenditure-related questions is more puzzling, but we see two
possible explanations: a strategic interest in over-reporting poverty in order to appear eligible
4

for future programs; and recall bias in consumption and expenditure data. Both could explain
underreporting of expenditure-related items. For the underreporting to be correlated with
treatment requires an added strategic interest or recall bias in the control group. We discuss
under what conditions this could arise.
It would be a mistake to cite this paper as evidence that systematic measurement error in high-risk populations is low. While plausible, more validation needs to be done in
more places. Rather, our major contribution is to present a new and replicable method for
field experiments and other surveys. An Online Appendix describes detailed procedures.
Besides crime, violence and substance abuse, this approach could be useful at measuring
the measurement error in political violence, intimate partner violence, prostitution, sexual
orientation, stigmatized illnesses, and various political behaviors, to name a few examples.
The closest analog to our approach is in psychology, where virtually every survey measure
of mental health has been validated using structured clinical interviews (e.g. Spitzer et al.,
1999). Recent years, however, have seen a variety of new behavioral and other measures to
validate survey data on violence, prejudice, and other troublesome outcomes. In addition
to the list and endorsement experiments mentioned before, Scacco (2010) interviewed a
random subsample of potential religious rioters behind a screen that shielded their identity,
and Paluck and Green (2009) measure cooperation by the patterns of distribution of a group
survey gift. Systematic measurement error is a large and largely unaddressed problem,
however, calling for more such new tools and their refinement and replication.

Context and experimental design
In poor countries like Liberia, governments are especially fearful of urban youth and the
possibility they will commit crimes, rioting, or election violence. We designed a study to test
the economic and behavioral roots of crime and violence among high risk men, described in
Blattman et al. (2014).
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Sample
The study recruited 1,000 young adult men in five large mixed-income slums in Monrovia,
a city of roughly 1.5 million. The study sought out “hard-core street youth”—men who are
homeless, underemployed, may be involved in drugs and crime, live in extreme poverty, or
were thought to be a danger to society or themselves. It also recruited very poor youth
who could be on the cusp of these high-risk activities. Table 1 describes the study sample
at baseline, based on a 90-minute survey performed by local enumerators in Liberian English on handheld computers. There are 999 observations (one person dropped out before
randomization).
On average the men were age 25, had nearly eight years of schooling, earned about $40
in the past month working 46 hours per week (mainly in low skill labor and illicit work),
and had $34 saved. 38% were a member of an armed group during the two civil wars that
ravaged the country between 1989 and 2003. 20% reported selling drugs, 44% reported daily
marijuana use, 15% reported daily use of hard drugs, 53% reported stealing something in
the past two weeks, and 24% reported they were homeless.

Experimental design
We designed, implemented, and evaluated two interventions—cash and behavior change
therapy—in a factorial experimental design. We randomly assigned half of the men in each
slum to receive an oﬀer to enter the therapy program, beginning the following week. Therapy
was completed within eight weeks. Following this, we held a lottery for cash grants of $200.
The full sample was eligible. None knew of the cash grant until after therapy was completed.5
Randomization was done through public draw in blocks of roughly 50.
We recruited and implemented the study in three phases with six cohorts or blocks of
men. Table 2 describes the structure of the sample and treatment assignment. The first
phase was a small, successful pilot. Based on its results, we decided to scale the program
5
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Table 1: Description of the study sample (n=999)
Baseline covariate

Mean

Baseline covariate

Mean

Age
Married/living with partner
# of women supported
# children under 15
Muslim
Years of schooling
Literacy score (0-2)
Math score (0-5)
Health index (0-6)
Disabled
Monthly cash earnings (USD)
Durable assets index, z-score
Savings stock (USD)
Able to get a loan of $300

25.4
16%
0.5
2.2
10%
7.72
1.23
2.8
4.9
8%
73.53
0.00
33.75
11%

Average weekly work hours in:
Potentially illicit activities
Agricultural Labor
Low-skill wage labor
Low-skill business
High-skill work
Ex-combatant
Currently sleeping on the street
Times went hungry last week
Sells drugs
Drinks alcohol
Uses marijuana daily
Uses hard drugs daily
Stole in past two weeks

13.6
0.4
19.4
11.5
1.5
38%
24%
1.26
20%
75%
44%
15%
53%

Notes: Literacy is tested by reading a sentence; a 0 implies illiterate, 1 for some difficulty and 2 for no diﬃculty. The math score reflects answers to 5 simple arithmetic
questions. The health index reflects self-reported diﬃculty at three simple physical tasks.
The durable assets index represents the first principal component of XX assets, centered
at zero. Surveys were completed with all men, but there are a small number of missing
baseline values per respondent. For purposes of regression analysis, these are imputed
with the sample median to avoid losing the observation.
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Table 2: Study sample and treatment assignment by block and phase
Start

% recruits assigned to:

Phase

MM/YY

Block

N

CBT

Cash Both None

1

12/10

Red Light

100

28%

24%

25%

23%

2

06/11
06/11

Red Light
219
Central Monrovia 179

27%
32%

25%
19%

24%
32%

24%
17%

3

03/12
02/12
02/12

29%
27%
26%

27%
29%
27%

23%
20%
24%

21%
24%
23%

Clara Town
Logan Town
New Kru Town

175
86
240

Notes: By design, percentages assigned to each treatment can vary from 25%. Treatments
were allocated by public draw of colored chips from a bag, without replacement, in groups
(blocks) of about 50 people. There were more chips int he bag than people by design (to
avoid the last person having a predetermined probability of assignment).

to a further 900 with only minor changes to the interventions and study protocols. To
accommodate the large number of men we scaled up in two phases. An advantage of this
phased implementation is that we calculate impacts over cohorts with diﬀerent spatial and
time shocks.

Intervention
The behavior change program was designed and implemented by a local non-profit organization, Network for Empowerment and Progressive Initiatives (NEPI) Liberia. An international
non-profit, Global Communities, conducted the cash distribution. These partners conducted
all recruitment and program implementation to minimize the perceived connection between
the research team and programs. The research team, from Innovations for Poverty Action
(IPA), were presented as independent evaluators and wore distinct colors and identification
over the years of the study.
Treatment 1: Cognitive behavior therapy and counseling The 8-week program
had two main goals. The first was “transformation”, or the shift from the position (and
8

self-identity) as an outcast living on the fringe of society to an economically- and sociallyintegrated member of mainstream society. The second goal was to shift men from presentoriented decision-making to future-oriented goals and behavior.
The approach and curriculum grew organically out of the experiences and repeated practice of the local organization, but these theories of change (and the specific curriculum
developed) had a firm grounding in clinical psychology, especially cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Group-based CBT approaches have been validated, typically in US populations,
to reduce substance abuse, criminality, and aggression. Blattman et al. (2014) review the
psychological basis of the intervention in detail.
Participants met three times a week in groups of about 20, led by two to three facilitators. They met for roughly four hours at a time, and the only compensation provided for
attendance was a bowl of rice and simple stew. On alternate days when the group did not
meet, the facilitators visited the men at their homes or work areas to provide individual
advising and encouragement. Many of the facilitators who ran the group intervention and
individual counseling were themselves ex-combatants or reformed street youth.
The CBT element of the program manifested itself in the emphasis on small practical
changes each session, which are reinforced through encouragement and praise. These included reducing substance use and abuse, improving body cleanliness, improving the cleanliness of the area in which they live, and managing their anger without resorting to violence.
Facilitators also formally encouraged participants to engage with society in planned and unaccustomed ways. They also taught a series of new skills around planning and goal setting
designed to help participants enhance their future-oriented attitudes, anticipate potential
setbacks, and build skills for dealing with adversity. Finally, throughout the eight weeks,
facilitators articulated to the participants a set of social norms and encouraged them to
adopt these norms.

9

Treatment 2: Unconditional cash grant All men were eligible for a cash grant of $200,
but the announcement and lottery followed the behavior change intervention so that the cash
would be both a treatment and also a measurement tool, to see whether spending patterns
were aﬀected by the therapy and counseling. The framing of the grant was minimalist—
people were told that it was random, one-time and unconditional. Prior to the lottery, the
group merely received a short lecture (15-30 minutes) on how to safeguard the funds once
received.

Survey data collection
We attempted to collect survey data from each recruit five times: (i) at baseline prior to
the intervention; (ii and iii) at “short-run” endline surveys roughly 2 and 5 weeks after the
cash transfers; and, (iv and v) at two “long-run” endline surveys 12 and 13 months after the
cash grants. The exception is the 100 men in the pilot phase, who had a single “short run”
survey 3 weeks after the grant, and a pair of “medium-run” surveys at 5 and 7 months in
addition to the 12- and 13-month surveys. We ran pairs of short-run and long run surveys
because it allowed us to take two measures of relatively noisy outcomes with potentially
low autocorrelation such as earnings, expenditures, criminal activity, drug use, and so forth.
Taking multiple measurements at short intervals allows one to average out noise, increasing
power (McKenzie, 2012).
Each survey was roughly 90 minutes long, followed by roughly 90 minutes of interactive behavioral games and psychological tests. Liberian enumerators conducted face-to-face
interviews in Liberian English using handheld electronic devices.
This sample was exceptionally mobile and diﬃcult to track over time. A majority changed
locations between each round, many changing sleeping places every few weeks or nights. We
generally made at least four attempts to locate each person, in all corners of the country,
including prison (to be interviewed only when released). Averaging across all endline survey
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rounds, we were able to track and survey 92% of the men. Attrition is generally unrelated
to baseline covariates (see Online Appendix A).

Empirical strategy
We illustrate the consequences of measurement error in causal analysis of a random treatment
on survey outcomes using a simple linear intent-to-treat specification. We then consider the
consequences of less error-prone validation data for a random subsample.
In this illustrative example, suppose the true specification is:

y ⇤ = ↵ + ✓T + "

(1)

where y ⇤ is the true outcome and T is an indicator for assignment to treatment.6 The
observed survey outcome y s , however, measures the true outcome with both systematic and
random error:

ys =

s ⇤

y +

s

T +µ

(2)

where we assume the random error µ is uncorrelated with y ⇤ , T and ".
To calculate treatment eﬀects on y s , we estimate the following equation rather than
equation 1:

ˆ + "ˆ
ys = ↵
ˆ + ✓T

(3)

By substituting equation 1 into 2 and comparing to 3, we can see that the estimated treatment eﬀect is ✓ˆ =

s

✓+

s

, and the bias from the true treatment eﬀect ✓ is:

6

This example adapts the simple approach by Bound et al. (2001), who consider a continuous covariate X
rather than indicator T . They also assume that other right-hand side variables are measured without error
and have been partialled out. We ignore other covariates in this simple example, but the basic intuitions
would hold with them present.
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E(✓ˆ

✓) = (

s

1)✓ +

(4)

s

Classical measurement error is the special case where

= 1 and

s

= 0. The case

s

where the survey measure systematically underreports the true outcome (but where this
underreporting is uncorrelated with treatment status) is represented by 0 <
s

s

< 1 and

= 0. Under-reporting would bias the estimated treatment eﬀect towards the null, and

over-reporting away from it, all proportional to . The more worrisome case is when

s

> 0,

in which case we mistake measurement error (such as social desirability bias correlated with
treatment) for a treatment eﬀect.
Now imagine we can collect validation data for a random sample of the experimental
pool, y ⌫ :

y⌫ =

⌫ ⇤

y +

⌫

(5)

T +⌘

where ⌘ is uncorrelated with T , y ⇤ , ", and µ. We define the diﬀerence in the survey and
validation measures as:

y = ys

y⌫ = (

s

⌫

)y ⇤ + (

s

⌫

)T + µ

(6)

⌘

If we accept that the validated measure is more accurate, then y is a proxy for over-reporting
(and under-reporting if negative).7 It also means we can identify the direction and magnitude
of systematic survey measurement error from the sample mean of y , and assess whether
the survey error is correlated with treatment by estimating the treatment regression:

(7)

y =↵ +✓ T +⇣
where, since there is a treatment indicator in y ⇤ , ✓ = (
7

This is equivalent to the assumptions that 0  |

⌫
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1| < |

s

s

⌫

)✓ +

1| and 0  |

s
⌫

|<|

⌫

.

s

|.

As the validated measure approaches the true outcome measure, then ✓ approaches the
value of the treatment eﬀect bias described in equation 4. That is, as

⌫

! 1 and

⌫

!0

then ✓ ! E(✓ˆ

✓). Note that we cannot separately identify the bias arising from general

systematic error

apart from treatment-specific measurement error . In theory, they could

run in opposite directions and cancel one another out. In that case, however, y 6= 0. Only
in case where y ⇡ 0 and ✓ ⇡ 0 can we be more confident there is little systematic error.
Identification of the bias term E(✓ˆ ✓) hinges entirely on the credibility of the validation
measure. The assumption of lower systematic measurement error is inherently untestable,
and is a judgment call based on the nature and quality of the process. So long as the
validation measures are imperfect, and 0 <

⌫

or 0 <

⌫

, this approach will tend to under-

estimate measurement error. The confidence interval on ✓ also increases with any noise in
the validated measure, ⌘.
Nonetheless, to the extent that the validation measures are credible, if we validate a
random subset of the study sample we can bound the distribution of y ⇤ (conditional on T
or other covariates).

Validation methodology
We selected six survey variables for validation, all with recall periods of two weeks. We
attempted to choose a set of variables with varying degrees of social stigma and discouragement by the therapy treatment, and which would be prone to similar types of measurement
error (e.g. recall error) apart from that triggered by sensitivity and desirability bias. The
variables were:
1. Stealing. The corresponding survey questions asked, in the last two weeks, if the
respondent stole someone’s belongings when they were not paying attention (“corrected
someone’s mistake” in the Liberian English vernacular), shoplifted an item (“took
something from behind someone that’s not for you”), or deceived or conned someone of
13

money (“cheated or scraped from people”).8 Based on our fieldwork, we hypothesized
that stealing would be the least socially desirable of all six measures.
2. Gambling. The corresponding survey question was, “In the last two weeks, how many
days did you gamble, including betting like football games and other things?” Beforehand, we hypothesized gambling had a lower level of sensitivity than stealing, but was
still stigmatized somewhat.
3. Marijuana use. The corresponding survey questions were, “In the last 7 days how many
times did you smoke opium?” and, “What about the 7 days before that?” Opium is the
vernacular for marijuana in Liberia, and does not imply an actual opiate. Marijuana
use is not socially acceptable across Liberian society overall, but is fairly prevalent
in our target demographic. We initially hypothesized underreporting could arise not
so much from social stigma but from the discouragement to drug use in the therapy
treatment.
4. Homelessness. The corresponding survey question was, “In the last 2 weeks, have you
ever had to sleep outside, or on the street, or in a market stall because you had no
other place to sleep or stay?” This is a variable where we hypothesized respondents
might have under-reported from embarrassment or over-reported in order to appear
more needy (and eligible for more programs).
5. Phone charging. The corresponding survey question was, in the context of an expenditure portion of the survey, “In the last 2 weeks, how many times did you charge
phones?” In the vernacular, this corresponds to taking one’s phone to a kiosk with
electricity where one pays a small fee to recharge the battery. This is a common and
routine expense for many Liberians, without apparent stigma. 38% of our sample had
8

The survey also measured more serious forms of theft, such as armed robbery, but our qualitative
validation focussed on non-violent theft.
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a mobile phone at the endline, and 38% reported charging a phone in the last two
weeks.
6. Video Club Attendance. The corresponding survey question was, “In the last 2 weeks,
how many times did you go to the video club?” These clubs are private businesses
where one can go to watch a movie, television show, or football match for a small
fee. This is a popular and socially acceptable pastime, as most Liberians do not have
electricity or home entertainment.
The program also intended to change political behavior, particularly participation in election
violence, association with ex-military commanders, and participation in riots. These would
normally be candidates for qualitative validation through shoe leather. In this particular instance, there were few opportunities for political violence during our study period, especially
as the election turned out to be a peaceful aﬀair. Also, our three-phase design meant that
opportunities for political violence would have varied by phase. As such, political violence
was not an ideal candidate for field testing the method in this instance.

Validator staﬀ
There were eight diﬀerent validators over the two years of data collection. Typically two
were active during each validation round. All but one were men, and all had a high school
or some post-secondary education. Two of the men completed roughly half the validations
with the remainder doing roughly 10 to 20% each.
Validators were typically selected from the study’s best survey enumerators and were
also typically trained to (and had extensive experience in) more standard qualitative data
collection with the authors. The authors vetted roughly two to three times the number
of validators from the pool of research staﬀ, selecting only those with the most natural
questioning and rapport-building skills for the validation exercise. Each received at least 10
days of training on the validation methods involving both classroom learning and extensive
15

field training. Further details of validator selection and training, team structure, and tools
and forms are in Online Appendix B.

Approach
For each respondent, the validators tried to determine whether the respondent had engaged
in any of the measured behaviors, even once, in the two weeks preceding the respondent’s
survey date. We found it optimal for each respondent to be visited four times, on four
separate days, with each visit, or “hangout session” lasting approximately three hours. The
validator aimed to begin hanging out the day after subjects completed their quantitative
surveys and to conduct all four visits in the days following the respondent’s endline survey
date.
On the first visit validators would obtain verbal consent for hanging out and learning
more about participants’ lives. The consent script was designed to be informal, and explained
that the goal of hanging out with the respondent was to talk about some of the same things
they discussed in the survey, but also to get qualitative information about people’s lives.
Validators also asked for consent to talk to friends and neighbors. In addition to this verbal
consent, the more formal consent form delivered with the survey said that qualitative staﬀ
may come and visit them again to gather more information.
Validators deliberately avoided the feeling of a formal interview. Validators would typically shadow the respondents as they were going about their business, rather than sit down
for a formal interview. As a rule, no notes or recordings were taken while with respondents.
The main approach was to engage in casual conversation on a wide range of topics, including the six target topics/measures. The target topics were raised mainly through indirect
questions while informally chatting and conversing. For example, validators typically started
conversations with discussions of family. This was both customary among peers in Liberia
and a sign of interest in their lives and respect. It was also a stepping stone for discussing the
target behaviors—either because the validator can discuss an issue in their family (someone
16

engaging in one of the activities) or how the respondent’s family feels about their current
lifestyle and circumstances.
In general, validators found it helpful to tell respondents stories or scenarios about another
person, or themselves, related to the target measures, then steer the conversation to get
information about how respondents have behaved in similar situations, eventually discussing
the past two weeks. Validators were careful to present these behaviors and incidents in a nonstigmatized light, for instance by discussing a friend who stole in order to get enough to eat,
or how they themselves had periods of homelessness or used drugs and alcohol. Validators
found these personal stories (all of which were truthful) and genuineness were essential to
building rapport and trust.
These conversations might be held once or twice over the three hours, with the validator
spending perhaps twenty or thirty minutes in conversation each time, to avoid unnaturally
long or awkward conversations. The remainder of the three hours was typically spent in
the general vicinity, observing respondents engaging in their daily activities. This could
involve taking a rest in the shade or in a tea shop (as is common) or engaging others
in conversation. Validators would also try to talk casually with the respondent’s friends,
relatives, or neighbors to learn about him (although we considered information from these
second hand sources as insuﬃcient to support a conclusion about the respondents’ behaviors,
but merely as supporting information).
We found that building a rapport with participants in a short space of time was crucial
to success. To develop trusting and open relationships, validators developed techniques,
including becoming close to respected local community and street leaders, eating meals
with participants, sharing personal information about themselves, befriending respondents’
acquaintances, assisting subjects with their daily activities, and mirroring participants’ appearances and vernacular, as appropriate. In addition, validators tried to maintain neutrality
and openness while discussing potentially sensitive topics. For instance, conveying – through
stories or otherwise – that illicit behaviors were not perceived negatively, allowed respon17

dents to feel comfortable sharing their involvement in such activities. Validators did not lie
to or deceive respondents, however.
Overall, the marginal cost of this qualitative validation came mainly from wages and
transport, and was roughly equivalent to the marginal cost of standard tracking and surveying.9 This is considerably more expensive than survey experiments. It is more in line with
the depth and cost of commonplace eﬀorts to improve consumption measurement through
the use of diaries or (in one extreme example) to have enumerators physically measure the
volume of all food consumption, as in the India NSS consumption survey (NSSO Expert
Group,, 2003). For crucial measures in large program evaluations, or for statistics informing
major policies, the cost is small relative to the intervention, larger study, or larger purpose.

Coding validated data
Validators were unaware of the respondents’ survey responses, and formed their own opinions
based on the information they collected about whether the respondent engaged in the six
activities during the time period captured by the quantitative survey.
Written notes were made during the three-hour interview, but only in isolated areas out
of sight from the respondent, such as a toilet stall or teashop. If validators were unable to
find a secluded area in which to take notes, they sometimes recorded information in their cell
phones, pretending to send a text message. A core part of the validator training included
logical reasoning, supporting their reasoning with evidence, and writing this down in a clear
and structured manner.
After each visit, validators made written notes about the relevant data collected, including
evidence to support their conclusions, on a standardized form. At the conclusion of the four
visits, the validator coded six indicators, one for each behavior, where “1” meant that he
9

We estimate the marginal cost of this validation was roughly $80 per respondent. By comparison, the
marginal cost of surveying a respondent was roughly $70—high given the fact that it typically took one to
two days of searching to find each respondent for surveying, plus the time to survey itself. Both surveying
and validating in Liberia were expensive by the standards of household surveys, largely because of the cost
of operating in a fragile, post-conflict state and the great diﬃculties in tracking such an unstable population.
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had relatively direct evidence that the respondent engaged in the behavior during the recall
period, and “0” otherwise. This was a subjective judgment, but all submissions and coding
decisions were reviewed with the authors case-by-case.
Our experience was that marijuana use was easiest to observe, and validators found other
behaviors straightforward to discuss in conversation, such as gambling, stealing, and video
club attendance. In the survey and (especially) the validation, phone battery charging led
to the most confusion—in particular, did simply charging one’s phone count, or did only
paying to charge one’s phone count? Paid charging was the focus of the survey question
(it appeared in an expenditure survey module), but we were concerned that the validators
would use a more expansive definition. We attempted to mitigate such diﬀerences through
trainings and regular discussions on the coding.
Homelessness also proved somewhat challenging to measure and validate. Over time we
determined that homelessness is subjective and dependent on context. For instance, over
time some circumstances arose that were somewhat ambiguous, such as having no home of
one’s own and sleeping on a friend’s floor or in an acquaintance’s market stall. To account
for the potential variability in perceptions of homelessness, validators were instructed to
include as much information as possible about respondents’ living situations in their summary
reports. The authors then worked with validators to code a somewhat broad definition of
homelessness that included any ambiguous circumstances. Prior to analysis, it was not clear
whether survey respondents applied the same definition, and hence we err on the side of
finding underreporting in the survey. As we will see, the results suggest that this broader
definition is consistent with the pattern of survey responses.
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Table 3: Validation sample, totals and attrition
Surveys

Validation

Unfound
at endline

Unfound
for
validation

%
validated

Phase

Round

1

3-week
5-month
7-month
12-month
13-month

100
100
100
100
100

0
24
24
10
10

18
12
6
8

0
0
3
2

6
12
1
0

75%
50%
60%
80%

2

3-week
5-week
12-month
13-month

398
398
398
398

26
27
28
44

24
17
25
38

0
0
2
1

2
10
1
5

92%
63%
89%
86%

3

3-week
5-week
12-month
13-month

501
501
501
501

0
0
35
69

31
61

2
5

2
3

89%
88%

4096

297

240

15

42

81%

All

Target # Selected Validated

Reason for no validation data

Notes: The proportion selected in each round was principally a function of logistical
feasibility (e.g. number of available staﬀ), and in some none were selected. As procedures
became more familiar and staﬀ more experienced, more could be done over time.

Validation sampling and non-response
In each endline survey round we randomly selected study respondents to be validated, stratified by treatment group.10 In general, the validation sample was a balanced subsample of
the full sample (see Online Appendix A for sampling and balance details).
Table 3 describes the samples selected for validation in each survey round over the course
of the study. In total, 297 people were randomly selected for validation, and 240 (81%) were
10

Respondents were blocked by survey window and within these blocks respondents were randomly selected
(using a uniform random variable generated in the program Stata) to be validated following their survey.
The selection was designed not to validate the same subject twice in a given pair of short-term or long-term
survey pairs, but the same subject could be validated in diﬀerent rounds. This happened 20 times.
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found.11 15 were not validated because they could not be found for the endline survey. 42
could not be validated because they were diﬃcult to find again or (more often) because they
moved a long distance away. In general, respondents who had moved across the country
would have been surveyed but were unlikely to be validated because of the time and expense
and opportunity cost in terms of validating others selected.
This attrition is an identification concern, but there is little evidence of biased attrition.
Just as overall endline survey attrition was low and relatively uncorrelated with baseline
characteristics, the excess validation attrition (those who were surveyed but not validated)
was not robustly associated with baseline characteristics (see Online Appendix A for details).

Limitations of the approach
While our qualitative assessment is that this validation exercise gave enough time to gather
detailed, accurate information and fostered trust and frankness, there are nonetheless limitations to this approach.
First, the interviews may be intrusive and might disrupt respondents’ daily activities,
thereby altering the findings. To mitigate this risk, validators wore clothes that would blend
in with their respondent’s environment, and typically accompanied and assisted respondents
in their activities as appropriate (e.g. helping a scrap metal collector scavenge).
Second, the survey and validation questions might have been interpreted diﬀerently, making it diﬃcult to compare results. As discussed above, phone charging and homelessness
proved somewhat diﬃcult to measure consistently. We used close consultations and reviews
of the data, and focus groups with survey and validation staﬀ, to maximize consistency.
Third, the validation period came after the survey recall period and validators or respondents could have made errors about the relevant window of time—most likely a source of
random measurement error.
11

The decision to select 297 was made based on a combination of logistical capacity and budget, alongside
power calculations based on the earliest rounds of data collected.
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Finally, the method is reliant on skills, persistence, luck, and best judgment of the validators and authors—all sources of potential measurement error.

Results
First, the results from the survey and qualitative measures are similar. We construct an
indicator for each behavior from the survey and compare it to the indicators coded by
the validators. We compare survey and qualitative measures in Table 4. The survey and
validated indicators agree 62 to 85% of the time, an average of 77% across the measures
(Column 1).
Second, the potentially sensitive behaviors are reported commonly in both the survey
and the validation exercise. For instance, in the survey 22% report stealing, 48% report
marijuana use, and 18% said they gambled (Column 2).
Third, the means of the survey and qualitative variables are generally quite similar
(Columns 2 and 4). We calculate the simple diﬀerence in means, y , and perform a ttest, first ignoring the blocking by phase and survey round (Columns 6 and 7). y

is, in

eﬀect, our proxy for survey over-reporting. The negative signs in Column 6 imply large and
statistically significant underreporting of gambling, video club attendance and phone charging in the survey. These estimates are vulnerable to slight bias, however, because of selective
attrition and diﬀerential probabilities of selection into the validation sample over time and
phase. Thus we examine underreporting after accounting for block fixed eﬀects, validator
fixed eﬀects, and baseline covariates. These should also increase accuracy by explaining unexplained variation. After correcting for these covariates, the underreporting persists but is
smaller and no longer statistically significant (Columns 8 to 11).12 The same patterns hold if
we create additive indices the measures—there is little underreporting of sensitive behaviors
and slight, but not statistically significant, underreporting of the non-sensitive behaviors.
12

To do so, we perform a t-test on the diﬀerence between the residuals from regressions of the survey and
qualitative measures on block fixed eﬀects (for each survey round and phase).
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23
239

239
239

238
239

238
238
238
239

N
(3)

2.30

1.21
1.09

0.61
0.48

0.20
0.51
0.29
0.21

Mean
(4)

240

240
240

239
240

240
240
239
240

N
(5)

Validated
measure

-0.37

-0.10
-0.27

-0.19
-0.08

0.02
-0.03
-0.11
0.02

Coeﬀ.
(6)

0.00

0.17
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.57
0.24
0.00
0.45

p-value
(7)

No covariates

-0.09

-0.02
-0.07

-0.06
-0.01

0.00
0.03
-0.03
-0.02

Coeﬀ.
(8)

0.30

0.81
0.12

0.10
0.72

0.94
0.26
0.40
0.47

p-value
(9)

Blocks &
survey rounds

-0.09

-0.02
-0.07

-0.06
-0.01

0.01
0.01
-0.02
-0.02

Coeﬀ.
(10)

0.27

0.76
0.11

0.10
0.70

0.80
0.58
0.57
0.39

p-value
(11)

Notes: Column 1 reports the percentage of respondents for whom the survey indicator equals the qualitatively measured indicator.
Columns 2 to 5 display the means and number of observations of the survey and qualitative measures. Columns 6 to 11 report the
coeﬃcient, p-value and number of observations from a regression of the diﬀerence between the survey and qualitative measure on a
constant term and indicators for randomization blocks, with various control covariates. Standard errors are robust and clustered by block.

1.93

All (0-6)

0.42
0.39
1.12
0.82

62%
82%

Non-sensitive
Video club
Phone charging

0.22
0.48
0.18
0.23

Mean
(2)

Survey
measure

Sensitive (0-4)
Non-sensitive (0-2)

79%
85%
72%
82%

(1)

Sensitive
Stealing
Marijuana
Gambling
Homeless

Behavior in past
two weeks

Survey =
validated
measure

Blocks, survey
rounds,
validator FE &
baseline
covariates

Survey-qualitative diﬀerence, with adjustment for:

Table 4: Comparison of survey and qualitative validation means at endline
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CBT

Cash

Cash or CBT

0.10
0.08
0.16
0.18
0.33

Non-sensitive
Video club
Phone charging

Sensitive (0-4)
Non-sensitive (0-2)
All (0-6)

[.133]
[.086]**
[.158]**

[.069]
[.053]

[.059]
[.044]
[.066]
[.055]

-0.03
0.14
0.11

0.04
0.10

0.00
-0.04
0.01
0.00

[.133]
[.087]
[.161]

[.072]
[.056]*

[.056]
[.047]
[.066]
[.056]

-0.01
0.31
0.30

0.14
0.18

0.00
-0.02
0.03
-0.02

[.156]
[.106]***
[.184]

[.089]
[.068]***

[.067]
[.048]
[.076]
[.072]

-0.03
0.31
0.28

0.16
0.16

-0.05
-0.01
0.02
0.01

[.145]
[.097]***
[.177]

[.085]*
[.061]***

[.066]
[.047]
[.078]
[.066]

Notes: Columns 1 through 8 report the results from a regression of the diﬀerence in the survey and validation measures on
an indicator for random assignment to each or any treatment, controlling for randomization block fixed eﬀects and indicators
for each endline round. Columns 7 and 8 include baseline covariates and validator fixed eﬀects in the regression. Standard
errors are robust and clustered by block.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.02
0.02
0.10
0.03

Std. Err.
(8)

Cash or CBT

With covariates

Coeﬀ. Std. Err. Coeﬀ. Std. Err. Coeﬀ. Std. Err. Coeﬀ.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Sensitive
Stealing
Marijuana
Gambling
Homeless

Behavior in past
two weeks

No covariates

OLS regression of survey-validation diﬀerence
on treatment with block and round FE

Table 5: The correlation between treatment status and survey-qualitative measure diﬀerences

Fourth, we see little evidence of our proxy for measurement error being correlated with
treatment in any of the sensitive behaviors: stealing, marijuana, gambling, or homelessness.
Table 5 estimates equation 7 for each of our variables and indices. We regress our proxy
for survey over-reporting, y , on treatment indictors (therapy only, cash only or either
treatment) controlling for block and survey round fixed eﬀects (Columns 1 to 6) and validator
fixed eﬀects and baseline covariates (Columns 7 and 8).13 The coeﬃcients are all less than
or equal to 0.04 in absolute magnitude and not statistically significant. Since y

⇡ 0 and

✓ ⇡ 0, there is little evidence of any systematic measurement error.
Fifth, the control group appears to underreport the two expenditure-related measures,
video club attendance and paying to charge a phone. The survey-validation diﬀerence in
Table 5, y , is substantively and significantly correlated with both treatments. Combined,
an index of the two is significant at the 1% level, especially from the CBT treated groups.
The estimates in Column 7 imply that control group members are 16 percentage points less
likely to report phone charging or attending a video club than treated members, who appear
to report their activities without much evidence of error.

Discussion and conclusions
Our larger study required that we could accurately measure the prevalence of potentially
sensitive behaviors. Besides the usual worries of underreporting, we worried that this population might have special reasons to conceal their behavior—such as suspicion of outsiders, or
a desire to receive programs in future. We were also concerned that a treatment designed to
reduce anti-social behaviors would also cause the treated to underreport them even further.
In the end, what we learned in the process of collecting the data, plus the final analysis,
suggests the measurement error is diﬀerent than what we expected. First, we found no
evidence that the potentially sensitive behaviors are underreported. The mean levels of
13

Validators were not randomly assigned and in principal could introduce endogeneity bias if better validators were assigned to harder cases. In general we don’t see reasons the endogeneity should be so strong,
and such concerns might be outweighed by the desire to correct for individual-specific biases and skill.
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the survey and qualitatively validated measures are similar, though they only agree roughly
three-quarters of the time. We can only speculate to the source of this measurement error, but
errors in recording or understanding (in both the survey and qualitative validation measures)
are the most likely candidates. That is, the measurement error looks largely classical.
Why do we see little survey-validation diﬀerence in potentially sensitive behaviors? One
possibility, of course, is that our shoe leather method did little to reduce the suspicion,
embarrassment, social desirability bias, or strategic desires to receive a program. While it
would be a stretch to think the shoe leather method got at the very “truth”, surely going
from asking a question in three seconds to spending several days of investigation yields a
more accurate result. Qualitatively, after observing the process, we judge it was the rapport,
the familiarity, and the skill of the Liberian validators, rather than the lengthy time spent,
that was most eﬀective.
Based on our qualitative observation and discussions with the sample, our impression is
that these so-called “sensitive” behaviors, while not acceptable within Liberian society as a
whole, are not so sensitive or stigmatized that people feel ashamed to report them, at least in
this extreme population. One reason is that, relative to societal norms, smoking marijuana
or engaging in petty crime are commonplace in this setting and sample. A majority in the
sample do both. Moreover, the risk of punishment is minuscule. The Liberian police are
largely incapable of investigating and prosecuting all but the most grave crimes. Thus, these
behaviors are not endangering, embarrassing or socially undesirable to them and their peers,
and hence they discuss them freely.
Our second major findings is that the so-called “non-sensitive” expenditure-related activities were systematically underreported, and that this underreporting was concentrated in
the control group. This finding is admittedly more puzzling, but extremely important given
that expenditure and consumption survey are common and the basis of measuring material
well-being and poverty in most developing countries. We see two main possible explanations:
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1. Strategic behavior. The control group is behaving strategically on the survey, trying
to appear poorer to encourage eligibility for future treatment. Phone charging and
going to a video club are considered discretionary spending (or even luxuries) and if
a respondent wanted to signal destitution, they might underreport spending on these
items. The control group could have a strategic incentive to behave more strategically.
We view this explanation as plausible, though there are caveats. First, the control
group did not over-report homelessness, which is an obvious indicator of need (although
perhaps observable enough that it was harder to falsify on a survey). Second, drug
use and gambling are also forms of expenditure, and these were not underreported to
signal poverty. Third, in principle those who received one of the earlier treatments also
had incentives to behave strategically in the hopes for future programs. Treated men
almost universally lobbied for additional assistance.
2. Recall bias. Expenditures could be more subject to more recall error, because they are
less regular and possibly less salient than drug use or crime. There is ample evidence
that consumption and expenditure data are underreported, and that underreporting
increases with the period of recall, the lower the reported consumption per standardized unit of time, and the less salient the purchase (Deaton and Grosh, 1997; Ahmed
et al., 2006; Gibson, 2006; Beegle et al., 2012). People may also make cognitive errors when aggregating over a construct such as “the last two weeks”. Finally, the
expenditures survey module was long and much more subject to fatigue, compounding
underreporting.
Recall bias is plausible, but we are looking for explanations that would correlate with
treatment. There are a few possibilities. Treatment could have increased attention
and mindfulness. The CBT treatment was explicitly designed to reduce impulsive
behavior and planning. There is some evidence that impulsivity improved (Blattman
et al., 2014). The cash transfer could have had a similar eﬀect for diﬀerent reasons.
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Studies have also shown that recall bias in consumption data increases with poverty
(Beegle et al., 2012). This is consistent with evidence that cognition is taxed by poverty
and scarcity (Mani et al., 2013). Presumably hunger would aﬀect survey fatigue and
mindfulness. The cash grant (and short run decrease in poverty) could have had a
similar eﬀect on the margin. Finally, receiving either treatment could have produced
enough reciprocity that the treated exercised more care in recalling less salient data.
We regard these explanations with caution but cannot reject them.
Both explanations are plausible but come with caveats, and so we refrain from a firm conclusion about the sources of measurement error. What we see is that the method reveals
important and unexpected patterns. Replication of the method will generate more evidence
from more contexts and measures and inform our understanding of the general risk factors
for measurement error.
A fundamental principle of survey methodology is the importance of validating measurements with multiple instruments. In a study designed to measure and change anti-social
behaviors and poverty, measurement error in either are serious causal identification concerns,
especially when there is the possibility of a correlation between measurement error and treatment. List and endorsement experiments and other strategies will not always be feasible or
credible enough to satisfy, and when the stakes are high more in-depth approaches are important tools to have available. This paper develops and reports the results of a new, in-depth,
qualitative approach to validating survey data through shoe leather. We hope to encourage
replication in other contexts and populations in order to assess its credibility more broadly
and to learn more about systematic error and the determinants of misreporting, especially
regarding sensitive behaviors such as crime and violence.
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A

Randomization balance and survey attrition

In general, all randomizations display balance. Table A.1 reports an ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression of an indicator for random assignment on baseline variables and block fixed
eﬀects (fixed eﬀect coeﬃcients not shown). At the base of the table we report the p-value
from an F-test of joint significance of all baseline covariates. Randomization block fixed
eﬀects are correlated with treatment by construction, and are required for identification of
balance on baseline characteristics, and are omitted from the table and the F-test for this
reason. Columns 1 and 2 look at assignment to cash treatment, Columns 3 and 4 assignment
to the CBT treatment, and Columns 5 and 6 assignment to validation.
The baseline covariates are jointly not significant in predicting any treatment (Columns
1 to 4). A small number of baseline variables are individually statistically significant, but
no more than would be expected at random. In terms of selection into validation, selection
is not very systematic. The covariates (including fixed eﬀects) explain just 13% of the
variation and the baseline covariates are jointly significant with a p-value of 0.095. 5 of
the 28 displayed baseline covariates (18%) have a p-value less than 0.1. Those selected into
validation are slightly less likely to be married, support slightly more women, are slightly
more likely to have been an ex-combatant, and slightly less likely to drink alcohol. There
are few substantively or statistically significant diﬀerences in the sensitive behaviors we are
interested in measuring and validating. Overall, selection seems relatively modest.
In addition, attrition appears to be relatively unsystematic. Table A.2 reports OLS
regression of an indicator for being unfound on baseline variables and block fixed eﬀects
i

Table A.1: Randomization balance to treatments and to selection into validation
Dependent variable: Assigned to
Cash treatment

CBT treatment

Validation sample

Baseline variable

Coeﬀ.
(1)

SE
(2)

Coeﬀ.
(3)

SE
(4)

Coeﬀ.
(5)

SE
(6)

Age
Married/living with partner
# of women supported
# children under 15
Muslim
Years of schooling
Literacy score (0-2)
Math score (0-5)
Health index (0-6)
Disabled
Monthly cash earnings (USD)
Durable assets index, z-score
Savings stock (USD)
Able to get a loan of $300
Average weekly work hours in:
Potentially illicit activities
Agricultural Labor
Low-skill wage labor
Low-skill business
High-skill work
Ex-combatant
Currently sleeping on the street
Times went hungry last week
Sells drugs
Drinks alcohol
Uses marijuana daily
Uses hard drugs daily
Stole in past two weeks

0.001
-0.025
0.007
-0.007
-0.012
0.002
-0.008
-0.008
-0.006
-0.073
0.000
0.035
0.000
-0.007

[.004]
[.050]
[.027]
[.006]
[.056]
[.006]
[.024]
[.012]
[.012]
[.064]
[0000]*
[.019]*
[0000]
[.054]

0.000
0.022
-0.040
-0.002
0.074
-0.001
0.020
-0.021
0.020
0.042
0.000
-0.012
0.000
0.017

[.004]
[.049]
[.027]
[.006]
[.055]
[.006]
[.024]
[.012]*
[.012]*
[.063]
[0000]
[.019]
[0000]
[.054]

0.001
-0.032
0.032
0.000
0.014
0.001
0.003
-0.003
-0.002
0.007
0.000
-0.002
0.000
0.053

[.001]
[.017]*
[.010]***
[.002]
[.020]
[.002]
[.008]
[.004]
[.004]
[.019]
[0000]
[.006]
[0000]
[.022]**

0.000
-0.001
0.000
0.001
0.004
0.037
-0.023
0.015
-0.005
0.035
0.011
0.067
-0.004

[.001]
[.004]
[.001]
[.001]
[.002]**
[.038]
[.044]
[.012]
[.050]
[.039]
[.039]
[.052]
[.038]

0.000
0.006
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.011
-0.032
0.004
0.017
0.055
0.038
-0.116
0.030

[.001]
[.004]
[.001]
[.001]**
[.002]
[.038]
[.043]
[.012]
[.049]
[.038]
[.038]
[.051]**
[.037]

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.025
-0.008
-0.002
-0.012
-0.027
0.018
-0.015
-0.007

[0000]
[.001]
[0000]
[0000]
[.001]
[.012]**
[.015]
[.004]
[.017]
[.013]**
[.013]
[.017]
[.013]

Joint significance (p-value)
R-squared
Observations

0.781
0.510
999

0.271
0.549
999

0.095
0.134
2994

Notes: Columns 1 to 4 report the coeﬃcient and standard error on each variable from an OLS regression of
a treatment indicator on all variables listed in the table plus block fixed eﬀects. Columns 5 and 6 do the
same where the dependent variable is selection into validation. For assignment to treatment the sample is
the 999 men in the study. For the validation exercise it is the 4096 endline surveys run at various points
in time, although because some rounds have none selected for validation we exclude these rounds and have
2994 remaining. Each endline survey is a separate observation, and robust standard errors are clustered at
the individual level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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(fixed eﬀect coeﬃcients not shown). At the base of the table we report the p-value from an
F-test of joint significance of all baseline covariates. Columns 1 and 2 look at attrition in the
endline survey (n=4096), and Columns 3 and 4 selection into the validation sample (n=297).
Each endline survey is a separate observation, and robust standard errors are clustered at
the individual level.
For the endline survey, attrition was just 8% on average across all endline survey rounds,
and this attrition appears to be unsystematic. Of the 144 men we could not survey, 2 had
died, 4 were incarcerated, 2 refused to answer the survey, and the remainder could simply
not be found despite repeated attempts over several weeks. From Columns 1 and 2, only 2 of
the 28 (7%) individual baseline covariates have a p-value below .1 and jointly the covariates
have a p-value of 0.53.
For the validation, only 3 of the 28 (10%) covariates have a p-value less than .1 and
jointly they have a p-value of .57. Attritors from validation are less educated and less
disabled. There are some covariates that show a substantive diﬀerence (e.g. attritors are 10
percentage points less likely to be hard drug users, and 9 percentage points more likely to
be homeless) but these are not statistically significant.

B

Further details of validation methodology

The goal of this section is to expand on certain activities and aspects of the approach in
order to facilitate replication or adaption of the method.

Validator roles and responsibilities
The validation team was comprised of three main roles (in order of seniority): the Project
Coordinator, Team Leader, and Validator.
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Table A.2: Attrition from the endline survey and from validation
Dependent variable
Unfound at endline

Unable to validate

Baseline variable

Coeﬀ.
(1)

SE
(2)

Coeﬀ.
(3)

SE
(4)

Age
Married/living with partner
# of women supported
# children under 15
Muslim
Years of schooling
Literacy score (0-2)
Math score (0-5)
Health index (0-6)
Disabled
Monthly cash earnings (USD)
Durable assets index, z-score
Savings stock (USD)
Able to get a loan of $300
Average weekly work hours in:
Potentially illicit activities
Agricultural Labor
Low-skill wage labor
Low-skill business
High-skill work
Ex-combatant
Currently sleeping on the street
Times went hungry last week
Sells drugs
Drinks alcohol
Uses marijuana daily
Uses hard drugs daily
Stole in past two weeks

0.000
-0.010
0.002
-0.003
0.081
0.001
0.004
0.001
-0.001
0.003
0.000
0.013
0.000
-0.006

[.001]
[.019]
[.009]
[.002]
[.029]***
[.002]
[.009]
[.004]
[.004]
[.020]
[0000]
[.008]
[0000]
[.020]

0.000
0.043
0.018
-0.011
-0.023
-0.019
0.044
-0.012
-0.016
-0.133
0.000
0.040
0.000
-0.051

[.006]
[.070]
[.051]
[.007]
[.069]
[.010]*
[.038]
[.018]
[.018]
[.075]*
[0000]
[.030]
[0000]
[.075]

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
-0.002
-0.010
-0.012
-0.002
-0.012
-0.005

[0000]
[.001]
[0000]
[0000]**
[.001]
[.013]
[.016]
[.005]
[.016]
[.015]
[.015]
[.020]
[.014]

0.000
-0.002
-0.002
0.000
0.002
-0.040
0.091
-0.023
0.071
-0.045
0.000
-0.096
0.035

[.001]
[.002]
[.001]**
[.001]
[.004]
[.057]
[.068]
[.018]
[.076]
[.062]
[.059]
[.077]
[.058]

Joint significance (p-value)
R-squared
Observations

0.531
0.169
4096

0.574
0.307
297

Notes: Columns 1 to 4 report the coeﬃcient and standard error on each covariate from an OLS regression
of an attrition indicator on all covariates listed in the table plus block fixed eﬀects. Each endline survey is
a separate observation, and robust standard errors are clustered at the individual level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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• The primary responsibilities of the Project Coordinator were to: (i) build an eﬀective
team, including hiring and training, (ii) identify target respondents, (iii) supervise the
team leader and validators, and (iv) monitor field progress.
• The Team Leader was expected to perform all duties, functions, and responsibilities of
a qualitative researcher in addition to: (i) assisting with trainings, (ii) overseeing field
logistics, such as assigning validators to respondents, (iii) mentoring validators, as well
as (iv) monitoring and reporting on the team’s progress.
• Validators were principally responsible for the following duties: (i) locating respondents, (ii) collecting and accurately recording data, and (iii) routinely communicating
progress to the Team Leader.
Validators underwent an intensive 10-day training, involving both classroom learning and
extensive field training, before being selected.14 The aim of the training was to develop
and refine trainees’ skills in acquiring informed consent, building rapport with respondents,
collecting and recording data, and analytical reasoning. Trainings were held for eight hours
each day and, over the course of 10 days, transitioned gradually from exclusive classroom
learning to field trainings with short debriefing sessions. Field trainings provided trainees
with opportunities to practice the skills and techniques they had learned.
During the initial three days of training, we introduced the validation exercise, obtaining informed consent, developing trusting relationships with respondents, as well as data
collection and reporting. In the subsequent four days, we focused on analytical reasoning, providing logical evidence to support one’s conclusions, and field training. Validators
spent the final three days of training in the field, with short debriefing sessions to review
their performance. The last day of training culminated in a performance evaluation of each
trainee.
14

We trained more qualitative researchers than were needed for the exercise. Those who exhibited superior
performance during the trainings were selected as validators.
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Logistical organization
Consent Process Validators obtained informed consent from each respondent prior to
commencing the first “hangout” session. Validators were provided with a consent script
which they recited to respondents by memory to maintain informality. During the consenting
process, study participants were advised of the research team’s interest in learning about
their lives. However, respondents were not informed of the precise data being collected.
This exercise was discussed in the formal consent process to the endline survey, however.
Strategies for assigning respondents Respondents were assigned based on their proximity to the validators’ other assigned respondents or their workload distribution. Respondents whom we had diﬃculty tracking or getting to answer the survey were often assigned
to one of the more experienced validators.
Coordination and communication The validators aimed to begin “hangout” sessions
the day after subjects completed their quantitative surveys, and to conduct all four visits
within 10 days of respondents having been surveyed. To facilitate coordination and communication, validators were assigned to a survey team. The survey team would alert the
validator when the respondent was being surveyed. A validator would go to the location
where the respondent was being surveyed, the enumerator would introduce the respondent
to the validator if possible, and the validator would set up a time to meet with the R the
next day. This coordination and communication were essential and typically saved hours or
days of tracking.
Workflow management The Team Leader had several strategies for developing work
plans. For instance:
• Validators would try when possible to validate two people per day, though this was
not always possible because of tracking time.
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• Their work hours were flexible, and might include early mornings or evening visits.
• If a validator were assigned three respondents, he would rotate them, such that all four
visits with the three respondents were completed over the course of six days.
• If validators knew a particular respondent was diﬃcult to locate, they would often begin
their day early trying to find him. If after a few hours they were not able to locate
him, they would have a “backup” respondent for the morning slot in mind (that is,
one they knew would be easy to locate). In this way, validators tried to make sure too
much time would not elapse between hangouts with “diﬃcult-to-locate” respondents.
• Validators also needed time before and after their “hangout” sessions to locate respondents and record collected data. Thus, if a validator were assigned three respondents,
she typically needed eight days to complete the entire exercise (one day for locating
respondents, six days for visiting with respondents, and one day for transferring her
field notes into the appropriate template).
Strategies

Validators were provided with cell phones (and cell phone credit) to contact

respondents, each other, and the survey team. Petty cash for transportation to and from
hangout sessions was also given to validators on a weekly basis.
Since this population was largely transient, the use of tracking sheets (that specified the
whereabouts and contact information of respondents, their relatives and friends) proved crucial. This form was used to locate subjects and was continuously updated as new information
became available. Validators also carried a small photograph of their assigned respondent in
order to identify him.15
Recording Data Finally, the Validators and Project Coordinator kept track of the hangout sessions completed each day and pertinent information about the validation sample (see
15

We obtained respondent consent for tracking photos. This photo was not shown to anyone outside of
the study team and was destroyed after meeting with the respondent.
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Appendix Figure 1 for the form used). This information was obtained from the Team Leader
during debriefing sessions at the end of each day, notes were added, and these were the basis
of the review process with the authors for case-by-case final coding.
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PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

Stealing

PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

[DESCRIBE]

[DESCRIBE]

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

1- Yes, 0- No

1- Yes, 0- No

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

Appendix Figure 1: Validator coding form (blank example)
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Marijuana

PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

Homelessness

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

[DESCRIBE]

[DESCRIBE]

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

1- Yes, 0- No

1- Yes, 0- No

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

Appendix Figure 1 (continued): Validator coding form (blank example)
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Gambling

PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

Phones Charging

PARTID
SDV Team Member
Activity

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

How did you bring up the subject?
1- Ask him a direct question
2- Ask him an indirect question
3- Gave a story/scenario
4- You saw him do it
5- You saw proof that he does it
6 - Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

How did you bring up the subject?
[DESCRIBE]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

1- He never does it
2- He can do it sometimes
3- He can do it one one time
4- He can do it daily
5- Other

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

[JUST ENTER THE NUMBER]

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

What do you know about the respondent
and this activity?

[DESCRIBE]

[DESCRIBE]

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

Has the respondent done it IN THE 2
WEEKS BEFORE THE SURVEY?

1- Yes, 0- No

1- Yes, 0- No

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

[JUST ENTER THE 1 OR 0 ]

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

What are the reasons you have to believe
this is true?

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

[ONLY ADD NEW INFORMATION,
DON’T REPEAT INFORMATION]

Appendix Figure 1 (continued): Validator coding form (blank example)
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Video Club

